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Clan Mentality: Evidence That the Medial Prefrontal Cortex
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Kinship, friendship alliances, and perceptions of others’ beliefs guide social interactions and are central to cohesive group behavior.
Under certain conditions, brain systems that involve regions along the frontal midline increase activity when inferences are drawn about
others who share a similar view to one’s own (similarity). A prominent hypothesis is that these regions contribute to social cognition by
simulating the other person’s perspective based on one’s own experience. An alternative is that certain regions process the social
relevance of the person (closeness) to oneself and contribute to the assessment akin to signals that govern behavioral approach responses.
These alternatives were explored across four functional magnetic resonance imaging experiments (n ⫽ 98). Experiment 1 localized the
target midline regions in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex and anterior medial prefrontal cortex by having participants make personal
judgments. The two dimensions (similarity, closeness) were crossed in experiment 2 using actual friends of the participant and unknown
others. Making judgments about oneself and friends resulted in increased midline response relative to unknown others regardless of
whether the friends shared similar views as the participant. Experiment 3 revealed that similarity was not a factor even when close others
were not included. Experiment 4 directly contrasted two extremes: participants made inferences about similar, unknown others and
dissimilar friends. Judgments about the close others again increased blood oxygenation level-dependent response along the frontal
midline. These results encourage further exploration of the idea that frontal systems linked with limbic circuits facilitate assessment of
the relevance or personal significance in social contexts.

Introduction
The social world of humans is complex and, correspondingly,
places great processing demands on the brain. Human, nonhuman primate, and rodent lesion studies suggest that regions along
the frontal midline including the anterior medial prefrontal cortex (aMPFC) and rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) may be
critical for certain components of social interpretation and behavioral interactions (Glees et al., 1950; Eslinger and Damasio,
1985; Damasio et al., 1990; Rolls et al., 1994; Stone et al., 1998;
Anderson et al., 1999; Hadland et al., 2003; Mah et al., 2005;
Rudebeck et al., 2006, 2007) [for review, see Damasio et al.
(1996), Stuss (2002), and Adolphs (2003, 2009)]. Patients with
prefrontal damage, especially in the medial and orbital regions,
often lack awareness of social norms and the consequences of
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their own actions. Neuroimaging studies in normal participants
frequently report that self-relevant stimuli result in heightened
responses in the MPFC relative to nonsocial stimuli and other
control conditions (Amodio and Frith, 2006).
These collective results could suggest that specific regions
along the frontal midline contribute to the representation of a
core concept of the “self” (Heatherton et al., 2006). By one view,
brain systems involving MPFC regions may enable representation of the self and use of that representation to guide decisions
about similar others (Mitchell et al., 2006). An alternative possibility is that social cognition expanded or co-opted ancestral
brain systems important for processing information that is particularly salient or relevant for future behavior (Damasio et al.,
1991, 1996). By this view, the frontal midline may include regions
that signal personal significance or respond to a greater degree
when personally significant information is available. Social objects, for example, close others including friends and relatives,
may be particularly salient stimuli that elicit these signals. Such a
process could facilitate social interaction by providing a marker
to denote individuals that deserve privileged status in social decisions. Under normal circumstances, personally familiar or
relevant individuals are also likely to elicit affective responses
or trigger relevant past experiences that may contribute to
how individuals are evaluated (Bechara et al., 2003).
Several neuroimaging studies have explored factors that modulate responses within the frontal midline by manipulating the
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perceived similarity of others to the self (Mitchell et al., 2006;
Rilling et al., 2008; Mobbs et al., 2009; Volz et al., 2009). Other
studies have investigated the effects of closeness or familiarity of
the target to the participant (Gobbini et al., 2004; Lou et al., 2004;
Schmitz et al., 2004; Ochsner et al., 2005; Heatherton et al., 2006;
Zhu et al., 2007; Vanderwal et al., 2008). There are intuitive psychological and evolutionary arguments for the idea that both of
these dimensions, similarity and closeness, should be processed
by brain systems in the service of social decisions, for instance in
aid of identifying social status and processing kin or in-group
relationships (Platek and Kemp, 2009).
Here, we explore the relative contributions of similarity and
closeness when making social judgments. Foreshadowing the
main results, we found that brain regions that respond preferentially during self conditions also respond preferentially when decisions are made about close others, whereas the dimension of
similarity neither carried an effect nor interacted with the closeness dimension.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Ninety-eight young adults participated for payment (mean
age ⫽ 20.7 ⫾ 2.1, 34 male, 64 female). All had normal or corrected-tonormal vision, were right-handed native English speakers, and had no
reported history of a neurologic or psychiatric condition. Participants
gave written informed consent in accordance with guidelines set by the
institutional review boards of Partners Healthcare (Boston, MA) and
Harvard University.
Data acquisition. Scanning was conducted on two identical 3T
TimTrio scanners (Siemens) at two different sites: the Athinoula A. Martinos Center of Massachusetts General Hospital and the Center for Brain
Science at Harvard University. Twelve-channel phased-array head coils
were used. Experiment 1 used the following functional imaging acquisition parameters: a gradient-echo echo-planar (EPI) sequence sensitive to
blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast [time repetition
(TR) ⫽ 2500 ms; time echo (TE) ⫽ 30 ms; flip angle (FA) ⫽ 80°; 3 ⫻ 3 ⫻
3 mm voxels; field of view (FOV) ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256; interleaved acquisition;
39 slices]. The parameters for functional EPI BOLD runs for experiments
2– 4 were as follows: TR ⫽ 2500 ms; TE ⫽ 30 ms; FA ⫽ 90°; 3 ⫻ 3 ⫻ 3 mm
voxels; 0.5 mm gap between slices; FOV ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256; interleaved acquisition; 36 slices. Coverage of the cerebral cortex for all experiments was
achieved with slices aligned to the anterior–posterior commissure plane.
This slice alignment yielded excellent coverage of most of the frontal
cortex with the notable exception of the orbitofrontal cortex (see supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
For all experiments, structural data included a high-resolution T1weighted magnetization-prepared gradient-echo image (TR ⫽ 2530 ms;
TE ⫽ 3.44 ms; FA ⫽ 7°; 1.0 mm isotropic voxels; FOV ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256).
Head motion was minimized by using a pillow and padded clamps, and
earplugs were used to attenuate noise. Stimuli were generated on an
Apple MacBook Pro (Apple Computer) using MATLAB software (The
MathWorks) and the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Brainard, 1997)
and projected onto a screen at the head of the magnet bore. Participants
viewed the screen through a mirror attached to the head coil.
Stimulus materials and task procedures. Four separate experiments
were conducted using independent samples. In experiment 1 (n ⫽ 31)
participants were scanned as they performed an attribute-judgment task
used in previous studies (Kelley et al., 2002) that included themselves and
former U.S. President George W. Bush as targets. Specifically, they were
asked to use a four-point scale (1 ⫽ not at all; 4 ⫽ quite a bit) to indicate
how well single adjectives described the target. Participants responded by
using a button box held in their left hands. Trials were presented for 5 s:
stimulus presentation for 4 s followed by a jittered intertrial interval
consisting of a central fixation crosshair that lasted between 1 and 13.5 s
with an average of 3 s. Self trials and Bush trials were ordered using
optseq2, an optimization program for scheduling events in event-related
experiments (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq). The stimulus
set consisted of 160 single-trait adjectives selected from a pool of normal-
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ized personality adjectives (Anderson, 1968) and either the word “self” or
“Bush” in black text against a white background. Assignment of adjective
to condition was counterbalanced across participants. The response scale
was present on each trial.
In experiment 2, participants (n ⫽ 28) performed a judgment task
used in previous studies (Mitchell et al., 2006) in which they were asked
to predict how different targets would respond to statements regarding
personal preferences. Targets consisted of the participant themselves as
well as two personally familiar others (friends) and two personally unfamiliar others (strangers). In addition to this dimension, referred to as
closeness to the self, the targets also varied on the dimension of similarity.
This was achieved in the following manner: 2–5 d before the scanning
session, participants chose one friend they perceived to be similar to
themselves and one that they perceived to be dissimilar to themselves.
They were required to choose friends who they knew very well and were
of the participant’s own sex. Family members and significant others
could not be selected. Participants then filled out an online battery of
personality, identity, and demographic questionnaires once each for the
self and the two friends. Based on these materials we then constructed, for
every participant individually, brief fictitious biographies of two strangers. The biographies were short paragraphs containing demographic,
personality, lifestyle, and occupational/educational information. Critically, in each case the similar and dissimilar strangers were constructed to
be only as similar and dissimilar to the self as were the participants’
self-reported assessments of their friends along the dimensions included
in the biographies. For example, if a participant is a self-described liberal
Democrat and indicates that his similar friend is a moderate Democrat
and his dissimilar friend is a moderate Republican, the similar and dissimilar strangers would also be a moderate Democrat and Republican,
respectively. In this manner, biographical details for the strangers were
tailored to match those provided by the participant for the friends, not
for exact content but rather for the degree of distance from the self on
each dimension. Care was taken to avoid constructing biographies that
depicted either stranger as a common stereotype.
Participants provided a casual headshot of themselves and their two
friends before the scanning session. Photos were converted to grayscale
images and cropped to include only the face and then identically resized.
The photos were used as stimuli in the scanning session task. Additionally, counterbalancing of the photos was achieved in the following manner: the photos of the similar and dissimilar friends of each participant
were used as the photos for the fictitious strangers for another participant, crossing similarity factor such that the similar friend photo of participant n became the dissimilar stranger photo for participant n ⫹ 1. We
verified with each participant that they did not know or recognize the
strangers before proceeding with the scan.
Just before the scanning session, the task was explained and participants were given the photographs and biographies of the two strangers to
view. It was emphasized that memorization of the biographies was not
necessary because none of the specific details would appear in the scanning session task. The task was to make judgments about personal preferences for each of the five targets. Each trial consisted of a target photo
(self, similar friend, dissimilar friend, similar stranger, dissimilar stranger), a
short statement about a personal preference (e.g., prefers window seats to
aisle seats when flying), and a four-point scale (1 ⫽ not at all to 4 ⫽ a great
deal). Participants had 7.5 s to indicate their response by using four buttons
on a button box with their right hands. They were encouraged to think fully
about the most appropriate response, but were instructed to make the button press as soon as they had come to a conclusion.
The task consisted of 100 unique preference statements, amounting to
20 trials per condition. Participants completed the task in four runs each
containing 25 trials that were interleaved with variable-duration fixation
events to optimize jitter (Dale, 1999; Miezin et al., 2000). The runs lasted
5 min, 12 s each. The assignment of each statement to a target condition
and run order were counterbalanced across participants. After the judgment task participants completed ⬃50 min of resting-state scan conditions as reported elsewhere (Van Dijk et al., 2010).
A self-paced postscan questionnaire, consisting of questions that
probed participants about their experience of each trial during the scan,
was administered for 26 of the 28 participants. Specifically, they were
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shown all 100 trials again and asked to respond on a seven-point scale
(1 ⫽ not at all to 7 ⫽ a great deal) how much they endorsed the following
statements about each trial: “I recalled a specific memory or anecdote,” “I
responded based on what I would have done,” “I responded based on
their personality,” and “I experienced a vivid mental image.” After the
postscan questionnaire, participants were asked to rate how similar each
target was to all of the other targets on a scale of 1–7 (1 ⫽ least similar to
7 ⫽ most similar).
The experimental stimuli and procedure for experiments 3 and 4 were
largely similar to those of experiment 2. In experiment 3 (n ⫽ 22), participants completed the same scanning task as in experiment 2, but only
the self, similar stranger, and dissimilar stranger were included as targets.
One participant was excluded because of excessive movement during the
scanning session, leaving 21 participants in the final analysis. Participants
completed the prescan online battery using only the self as a target. In this
experiment, the strangers’ biographies were constructed by recombining
the biographical details previously generated for the stranger conditions
in experiment 2 and matching them to the online questionnaire data
individually for each participant. As previous studies manipulating similarity to self (Mitchell et al., 2006) have focused on the political orientation of self and others, we additionally implemented the constraint that
the similar and dissimilar Stranger should have a similar and dissimilar
political orientation, respectively, to the participant. The photos of the
friends in experiment 2 were used as the stranger photos in experiment 3.
Participants received 32 unique trials per condition (self, similar
stranger, dissimilar stranger), arranged using optseq2 across four runs of
24 trials each. Instead of completing the postscan strategy questionnaire
as participants did in experiment 2, after the scanning session these participants were shown all of the trials once again and asked to respond
using only themselves as targets. We repeated the final similarity rating
question used in experiment 2, and additionally the participants were
asked to indicate on a seven-point scale how much they liked each target.
They were also asked to indicate how likeable they considered themselves
to be to others.
In experiment 4 (n ⫽ 17) the targets were the self, a similar stranger,
and a dissimilar friend. Participants were asked to select only one friend
that they knew well and perceived to be dissimilar to themselves. We
explicitly required participants to select a friend whose political orientation differed from their own. They then provided headshots of themselves and their friend and completed the online prescan questionnaire
battery for both targets. Other participants’ dissimilar friend photos
served as similar other photos in the same counterbalancing procedure
used in experiment 2. The task materials and procedure were otherwise
identical to those used in experiment 3.
Data preprocessing. Preprocessing of the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) task data included 1) removing the first four
volumes to allow T1 equilibration to occur, 2) compensation of systematic, slice-dependent time shifts, and 3) motion correction within and
across runs. Data were spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) standard anatomical atlas space (2 mm isotropic voxels)
using a T2-weighted EPI BOLD-contrast atlas in SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) (Friston et al., 1995).
Spatial smoothing was achieved with a 6 mm full-width half-maximum
Gaussian kernel.
Whole-brain and region of interest analyses. After preprocessing, data
were analyzed using the general linear model. Regressors of no interest
included session means, low-frequency linear trends accounting for
scanner drift, and six parameters obtained by correction for rigid body
head motion. For each participant, the BOLD response to each trial type
(i.e., in experiment 1: self or Bush) was estimated using a canonical
hemodynamic response function along with its temporal derivative.
Events were time-locked to stimulus onset. Contrasts of interest were
constructed, and whole-brain activation maps were generated by converting the t statistics to z statistics.
Hypothesis-driven region of interest (ROI) analyses were performed
in the following manner: a ROI with radius of 8 mm was drawn around
the site of maximally increased BOLD response in the frontal midline
from the contrast self ⬎ Bush in experiment 1. This ROI was within the
rACC centered at coordinates x ⫽ ⫺4, y ⫽ 34, z ⫽ 0 in the MNI atlas.

Although rACC has often been observed in prior studies that survey
similar contrasts, it is embedded within a larger response along the frontal midline that extends into other regions of the MPFC. Meta-analyses
have emphasized the importance of the aMPFC to aspects of social cognition that involve mentalizing and self-referential processing (e.g.,
Amodio and Frith, 2006). For this reason we additionally selected a ROI
within the aMPFC around a second peak from the self ⬎ Bush contrast
(x ⫽ ⫺4, y ⫽ 56, z ⫽ 10). We adopt the view of Ongür et al. (2003) that
the rACC and aMPFC are anatomically distinct, yet heavily interconnected, components within the MPFC, which itself is distinguished from
another frontal system comprised mainly of orbital areas. The two a
priori MPFC ROIs were carried forward to investigate the effects of similarity and closeness in experiments 2– 4. As will be demonstrated, within
the context of our manipulation the two regions largely showed similar
response properties consistent with the view that they participate in a
common functional network. We did not select regions within the orbitofrontal cortex but that should not be taken as an indication the region
did not respond to our task manipulations. Rather, the loss of signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) owing to susceptibility artifacts (Ojemann et al., 1997)
precluded making any observations in the most ventral prefrontal regions (see supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
For experiments 2– 4, time courses for each condition were extracted
from the ROIs, and peak response magnitude estimates were calculated
by subtracting the mean of time points 1 and 8 from the mean of time
points 4 and 5 (the peak of the time course minus the ends for normalization purposes). The magnitude estimates were submitted to random
effects models, and comparisons were performed by using a two-factor
ANOVA in the case of experiment 2 and paired t tests otherwise.
For all experiments, exploratory whole-brain maps were also provided
to allow full inspection of the data. For these maps the data were thresholded at p ⬍ 0.001 uncorrected, allowing full visualization of the BOLD
response pattern across the different experiments. Data were projected
onto the Caret-inflated cortical surface (Van Essen, 2005).

Results
Behavioral results
For experiments 2– 4, the prescan and postscan questionnaires
were assessed to determine whether our strategies for generating
similar and dissimilar targets were successful. In the prescan
questionnaire in experiment 2, participants answered a personality inventory for themselves and each of their two friends. We
computed a difference score on these data by subtracting the
response given for each of the friends from the response given for
the self for each item. Dissimilar friends had larger absolute difference scores than did similar friends (t(27) ⫽ ⫺6.28; p ⬍ 0.001).
In the postscan questionnaire, participants indicated explicitly
that they perceived themselves to be significantly more similar to
the similar friend and similar stranger than to the dissimilar
counterparts (F(1,27) ⫽ 124.40; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 1 A). There was
also a significant effect of closeness on this measure: overall,
friends were perceived to be more similar to the self than were
strangers (F(1,27) ⫽ 41.25; p ⬍ 0.001); however, note that the
similar stranger was still perceived to be more similar than
the dissimilar friend (t(27) ⫽ 4.19; p ⬍ 0.001), suggesting that the
similarity manipulation was not confounded by closeness. In experiment 3 (Fig. 1B) and experiment 4 (Fig. 1C), participants again
rated the similar target as more similar to the self than the dissimilar
target (experiment 3, p ⬍ 0.001; experiment 4, p ⬍ 0.005).
In experiment 2 we asked participants explicitly whether they
had used themselves as a “proxy” when responding to trials about
the other targets. In the postscan rating task, participants endorsed the statement “I responded based on what I would have
done” significantly more for similar target trials than for dissimilar target trials (similar rating ⫽ 4.33; dissimilar rating ⫽ 3.50;
F(1,25) ⫽ 33.51; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 2 A), consistent with previous
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of closeness ( p ⬎ 0.9), indicating that personal relationship did not play a role in
the degree to which participants endorsed
this strategy. Participants indicated that
they “relied on a particular memory or anecdote” significantly more for friends
than for strangers (mean friend rating ⫽
4.37; mean stranger rating ⫽ 1.65; F(1,25)
⫽ 11.19; p ⬍ 0.001), with no effect of similarity ( p ⬎ 0.5) (Fig. 2 B). They also reported using specific memories more for
self trials than for friend trials (t(25) ⫽
⫺5.91; p ⬍ 0.001).
In experiments 3 and 4 we asked participants to make explicit likeability judgments about the targets. Similar strangers
were judged to be more likable than dissimilar strangers in experiment 3 (like
similar stranger ⫽ 5.69; like dissimilar
stranger ⫽ 4.36; t(20) ⫽ 4.39; p ⬍ 0.001)
(Fig. 1 D), whereas there was no difference
in likeability for the similar stranger and
dissimilar friend in experiment 4 (like
similar stranger ⫽ 5.36; like dissimilar
friend ⫽ 5.64; t(16) ⫽ 0.75; p ⬎ 0.50) (Fig.
1 E). Therefore, similarity is not uniFigure 1. Postscan behavioral ratings of targets in experiments 2– 4. A, In experiment 2 participants reported perceiving both of the
similartargetstobesignificantlymoresimilartotheselfthantherespectivedissimilarcounterparts.B,Inexperiment3,thesimilarstranger formly confounded with likeability in
wasjudgedtobemoresimilartotheselfthanwasthedissimilarstranger.C,Inexperiment4thesimilarstrangerwasmoresimilarthanthe our experiments.
We also examined the prescan quesdissimilar friend. D, E, Likeability ratings were collected postscan in experiment 3 (D) and experiment 4 (E). y-axis scale ranges from 1 to 7
(1 ⫽ least to 7 ⫽ most). **p ⬍ 0.01; ***p ⬍ 0.005.
tionnaires from experiment 2 to determine whether the two friend targets
were appropriately matched on a variety
of potentially confounding factors related to closeness. Based
on the questionnaires, we found no difference in terms of how
long the participants had known their two friends (i.e., the
duration of the friendship) (know similar friend ⫽ 6.01 years;
know dissimilar friend ⫽ 5.23 years; t(27) ⫽ 0.75; p ⬎ 0.45) and
how often they were in contact, both in terms of face-to-face
contact (similar friend ⫽ 2.71 h/week; dissimilar friend ⫽ 3.41
h/week; t(27) ⫽ ⫺0.97; p ⬎ 0.30) and other forms of communication such as phone calls and E-mail (similar friend ⫽ 1.52
h/week; dissimilar friend ⫽ 1.27 h/week; t(27) ⫽ 0.61; p ⬎
0.50). These data points converge to suggest that we successfully manipulated the similarity dimension and participants
chose two friends they knew equally well.
During the scanning session participants were significantly
faster to respond to friend trials than to stranger trials [friend
response time (RT) ⫽ 3.83 s; stranger RT ⫽ 4.04 s; F(1,27) ⫽ 13.37;
p ⫽ 0.001] and to self trials faster than stranger trials (self RT ⫽
3.76 s; t(27) ⫽ ⫺4.19; p ⬍ 0.001) in experiment 2. There was no
difference in response time for self and friend trials ( p ⬎ 0.1).
There was also no effect of similarity on response time ( p ⬎ 0.5).
These response time patterns held for similar comparisons in
experiments 3 and 4. For experiment 3, self RT ⫽ 3.44 s; similar
Figure 2. Postscanstrategyassessmentsinexperiment2.A,Participantsendorsedthestatement
stranger RT ⫽ 3.79 s; dissimilar stranger RT ⫽ 3.74 s; self RT vs
“I responded based on what I would have done” significantly more often for similar strangers and
stranger RT, t(21) ⫽ ⫺5.32, p ⬍ 0.001; similar stranger RT vs
friends than for dissimilar targets. There was no effect of closeness on this rating. B, Participants
dissimilar
stranger RT, p ⬎ 0.2. For experiment 4, self RT ⫽
endorsed the statement “I relied on a particular memory or anecdote” significantly more for friends
3.15 s; similar stranger ⫽ 3.54 s; dissimilar friend ⫽ 3.27 s; self RT
thanforstrangers.y-axisscalerangesfrom1to7(1⫽leastto7⫽most).**p⬍0.01;***p⬍0.001.
vs similar stranger RT, t(16) ⫽ ⫺5.54, p ⬍ 0.001; similar stranger
vs dissimilar friend, t(16) ⫽ ⫺3.50, p ⬍ 0.01. Because the preferwork suggesting that the self is perceived to be a more appropriate
ence statements in the scanned task were unique (not repeated)
reference point for reasoning about similar others than for disacross conditions, comparisons of the behavioral responses
similar others (Cadinu and Rothbart, 1996). There was no effect
themselves are not informative.
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Cortical responses during self trials
relative to an unknown other
In experiment 1, whole-brain analysis was
performed for the contrast self ⬎ Bush.
Consistent with previous results, regions
significantly more responsive during self
trials were prominent within the frontal
midline including the rACC and aMPFC.
Additional regions of prominent response
included the midcingulate cortex, lateral
prefrontal cortex, and inferior parietal
cortex (Fig. 3).
The self ⬎ Bush contrast was used to
define a priori regions that were carried
forward for all subsequent analyses. Specifically, ROIs were constructed around
the peak of activity in the frontal midline
from self ⬎ Bush with a radius of 8 mm,
retaining only those voxels that survived a
threshold of 0.001, uncorrected (Figs. 4 A,
5A). This procedure identified regions Figure 3. Making self judgments results in increased BOLD response in the frontal midline. In experiment 1 making attribute
within or near the rACC and aMPFC. We judgments about the self (warm colors) relative to a well known, but personally unfamiliar, other (former U.S. president George W.
intentionally constrained our ROIs to be Bush) (cool colors) shows increased BOLD response (an indirect measure of activity) across a widespread network that prominently
relatively small to avoid averaging signal includes the rACC and aMPFC in the frontal midline and the midcingulate cortex. Regions in the rACC and aMPFC modulating in this
across many brain areas, given the conver- contrast were used in unbiased ROI analyses in experiments 2– 4. Maps are thresholded at p ⬍ 0.001, uncorrected.
gence of several different architectonic
zones and their corresponding brain netResults replicated those of experiment 2: there was no difference
works (Ongür et al., 2003). The constructed rACC ROI is at or
between similar stranger and dissimilar stranger trials in either
near human areas 24a and 32ac (Fig. 4 A); the anatomically disrACC (t(20) ⫽ 0.28; p ⬎ 0.7) (Fig. 4C) or aMPFC (t(20) ⫽ ⫺0.72;
tinct aMPFC ROI is at or near human area 10 (Fig. 5A). These two
p ⬎ 0.4) (Fig. 5C), and stranger conditions resulted in signifiROIs were carried forward to experiments 2– 4 to allow for unbicantly decreased BOLD response relative to the self condition in
ased quantification of signal modulation across the range of
both rACC (t(20) ⫽ ⫺10.20; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 4C) and aMPFC
conditions.
(t(20) ⫽ ⫺7.20; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 5C).
Experiment 4 included the conditions self, similar stranger,
rACC and aMPFC responses dissociate friends from strangers
and dissimilar friend. The purpose was to directly test the two
In experiment 2, self trials resulted in reliably greater BOLD reextremes of our dimensions. Once again, the dissimilar friend
sponse in rACC (t(27) ⫽ 5.56; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 4 B) and aMPFC
activated rACC (t(16) ⫽ 3.88; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 4 D) and aMPFC
(t(27) ⫽ 5.02; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 5B) relative to stranger trials. In(t(16) ⫽ 2.23; p ⬍ 0.05) (Fig. 5D) more than did the similar
terestingly, self trial responses were also reliably greater than
stranger.
friend trial responses in rACC (t(27) ⫽ 3.23, p ⬍ 0.01) (Fig. 4 B),
To summarize, in experiments 2– 4 the rACC and aMPFC ROIs
but not in aMPFC (t(27) ⫽ 0.39; p ⬎ 0.7) (Fig. 5B). This dissociexhibited a main effect of friends ⬎ strangers and failed to find an
ation was the only one observed in the response patterns of our
effect of similarity (Figs. 4B–D, 5B–D). However, it is interesting to
rACC and aMPFC ROIs. Friend trials resulted in significantly
note that although the magnitude estimate for self trials was signifiincreased response in both regions relative to stranger trials
cantly greater than friend trials in the rACC (Fig. 4B,D), this differ[rACC: t(27) ⫽ 5.92; p ⬍ 0.001 (Fig. 4 B); aMPFC: t(27) ⫽ 4.02; p ⬍
ence was not observed in the aMPFC ROI (Fig. 5B,D).
0.001 (Fig. 5B)]. However, there was no main effect of similarity
in either region [rACC: t(27) ⫽ 0.73; p ⬎ 0.4 (Fig. 4 B); aMPFC:
Whole-brain analyses
t(27) ⫽ ⫺0.68; p ⬎ 0.5 (Fig. 5B)] and no interaction, lending to the
The results from the above regional analyses were confirmed in
interpretation that closeness to self but not similarity to self diswhole-brain comparisons of conditions of interest in experisociate the responses in both the rACC and aMPFC.
ments 2– 4. Figure 6 shows the results of four comparisons in
To replicate and extend this result we conducted two addiexperiment 2 projected onto the inflated cortical surface: self ⬎
tional experiments using different groups of participants. Previstrangers (Fig. 6 A), friends ⬎ strangers (Fig. 6 B), self ⬎ friends
ous research using a similar paradigm reported differences in the
(Fig. 6C), and similar ⬎ dissimilar, collapsing across the closeness
frontal midline response when participants made judgments
dimension (Fig. 6 D). As can be appreciated visually, the self ⬎
about similar versus dissimilar others. It is possible that the instrangers and friends ⬎ strangers contrasts yield largely overlapclusion of the friends in experiment 2 may have caused participing networks of brain regions in the MPFC, posterior cingulate/
pants to adopt a different strategy when reasoning about
retrosplenial cortex, inferior parietal lobe, lateral temporal
strangers than they might have in the absence of that condition.
cortex, and medial temporal lobe (MTL). The contrast self ⬎
Social context can affect perceptions about in-group constitufriends shows that self trials result in relatively higher responses in
ency (Haslam et al., 1992). Thus, to determine whether our rethe rACC and the midcingulate as well as in the insula and temsults in experiment 2 can be attributed to a context or referencing
poroparietal junction (TPJ), whereas friends trials activate the
effect, experiment 3 involved a version of the task that included
ventromedial prefrontal (VMPFC) and the posterior cingulate/preonly self, similar stranger, and dissimilar stranger conditions.
cuneus (Fig. 6C).
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to create and maintain relationships beyond reproductive partners. In humans
this ability reaches a remarkable level of
sophistication. By the age of 5 or 6, children can flexibly process social information, represent mental states of others,
and engage with peers and family in a way
that maintains cohesive group interactions (Flavell, 1999; Wellman et al., 2001;
Hughes and Leekam, 2004; Fehr et al.,
2008). Here, we explored two aspects of
social cognition (similarity and closeness)
to better understand the contributions of
brain systems supporting social cognition. We focused on the MPFC. Social
abilities are compromised by lesions to
the frontal midline including the aMPFC
and rACC (Damasio et al., 1990; Rolls et
al., 1994; Stone et al., 1998; Anderson et
al., 1999; Mah et al., 2005), and recent
neuroimaging studies of mental state attribution consistently observed that these
brain regions respond robustly during social judgments [for review, see Amodio
and Frith (2006), Northoff et al. (2006),
and Mitchell (2009)].
Implications of MPFC modulation to
social closeness
Similarity and closeness represent two
possible facets by which brain systems
might process attributes of others. The
perception that another person has similar views to oneself provides information
that can be used to guide social decisions
by allowing one to use one’s own behavior as a proxy to predict
mental states of the like-minded person. Motivated by this possibility, Mitchell et al. (2006) suggested that increases in MPFC
activity when people make judgments about similar others provides evidence that the MPFC contributes to mental simulations
during social cognition (see also Buckner et al., 2008 for a related
proposal). In this article we explored an alternative explanation
for the contribution of regions to social cognition, namely that
they evaluate or provide a signal reflecting the personal significance of close others.
There is considerable evidence that social species develop mechanisms to aid in identifying and evaluating kin, in-group members,
and individuals otherwise relevant to one’s survival (Trivers, 1971;
Rendall et al., 1996). Considering social cognition from this perspective, neural mechanisms may have evolved for distinguishing personally significant social information. Across a series of studies we
consistently found that regions within the MPFC respond strongly
to judgments about personally relevant individuals, exhibiting a dissociated response profile when making judgments about close others (friends) relative to unfamiliar others (strangers).
These results suggest that similarity is not always a dimension that modulates responses in the MPFC. One aspect of our
design that may distinguish it from other experiments that report
a similarity effect is that we tailored our descriptions to each
participant to match the “extremeness” of the strangers’ attributes to that of the participant’s friends, which produced less
extreme individuals than some prior studies (e.g., Mitchell et al.,
2006). Harris and Fiske (2007) found that pictures of “socially

Figure 4. Regional analysis on rACC distinguishes friends from strangers. A, A ROI of ⬃8 mm radius was drawn around the peak
in the rACC from the contrast self ⬎ Bush in experiment 1 (see Fig. 3). B, Parameter estimates for the ROI obtained in experiment
2 indicate that close others (friends) activate this region more than unfamiliar others (strangers), whereas the similarity manipulation produces no effect. C, D, Experiment 3 replicated the lack of similarity effect seen in experiment 2, whereas experiment 4
contained only the two extremes of the conditions (similar other, dissimilar friend) to show again that the dimension of closeness,
not similarity, appears to drive the response in this region. **p ⬍ 0.01; ***p ⬍ 0.001.

In contrast to the robust results generated by comparing
friends with strangers, the contrast of similar ⬎ dissimilar conditions and the reverse contrast failed to produce notable effects
across the brain (Fig. 6 D).
This pattern of results generalized to these contrasts in experiments 3 and 4. Self ⬎ strangers in experiment 3 again activated the
aMPFC and rACC and the TPJ, insula, and MTL (Fig. 7A). Within
the similarity dimension, the contrast similar stranger ⬎ dissimilar
stranger again failed to produce differences at the whole-brain level
at the liberal threshold of p ⬍ 0.001 (Fig. 7B). In experiment 4, too,
self ⬎ similar stranger again resulted in increased response in MPFC,
insula, and MTL (Fig. 7C), Additionally, the pattern of BOLD response during dissimilar friend trials more closely resembled that
seen in self trials than it did the similar stranger trials (Fig. 7D),
although again the VMPFC (Fig. 6C) was found to be more active for
dissimilar friend ⬎ self (data not shown).
One important caveat to these whole-brain results is the low
SNR in the orbitofrontal cortex (supplemental Fig. 1, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). For this reason we
cannot preclude the possibility that orbitofrontal and other compromised regions also respond differentially to our task conditions.
Because of response time differences between conditions, we
repeated the above analyses adding response time on each particular trial as a regressor of no interest. This analysis yielded results
similar to those reported above.

Discussion
Dunbar and Shultz (2007) proposed that a critical event in the
evolution of anthropoid species was the emergence of the ability
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undesirable” people such as the homeless
result in more reduced MPFC response
than pictures of “socially desirable” people. Given the link between the MPFC and
the limbic system (see below), it is not unreasonable to suspect that certain MPFC
regions may track the value assessment of
an unknown other rather than their perceived similarity to the self.
Although similarity was not found to
have an effect in our experiments, affective
evaluations do interact with mentalizing
processes (Hornak et al., 2003; Moran et al.,
2006; Olsson and Ochsner, 2008). Mobbs et
al. (2009) recently reported a correlation between likeability and perceived similarity in
situations of vicarious reward of personally
unknown, but socially desirable, targets.
They found that both dimensions correlated
with activity in the MPFC, although subtraction of the likeability ratings from the
similarity ratings still resulted in significant
ACC activity. The response they noted corresponds closely to the rACC and aMPFC
regions in our experiments (Fig. 4). We explicitly avoided including traits in the
strangers’ biographies that could be perceived as strongly desirable or undesirable
(traits of both similar and dissimilar strang- Figure 5. Regional analysis on the aMPFC distinguishes friends from strangers. A, A ROI of ⬃8 mm radius was drawn around a
ers were always framed in neutral to positive peak in the aMPFC from the contrast self ⬎ Bush in experiment 1 (see Fig. 3). B, Parameter estimates for the ROI obtained in
terms) to provide a clean test of the similar- experiment 2 indicate that close others (friends) activate this region more than unfamiliar others (strangers), whereas the similarity manipulation produces no effect. C, D, Experiment 3 replicated the lack of similarity effect seen in experiment 2, whereas
ity dimension while controlling for affective experiment 4 contained only the two extremes of the conditions (similar other, dissimilar friend) to show that the dimension of
valuation. Similar and dissimilar friends closeness, not similarity, appears to drive the response in this region. This pattern replicates the similar analysis done for the rACC
were judged to be equally likeable; one inter- (see Fig. 4). *p ⬍ 0.05; ***p ⬍ 0.001.
esting future test would be to use close others with whom the participant does not get
Whether the representation is selectively social or related to
along very well.
valuation of a stimulus or an outcome more generally is unclear
Thus, although perceived similarity may play an important
(Adolphs, 2009, 2010; Rushworth et al., 2007; Beckmann et al.,
role in social interactions generally (Cadinu and Rothbart, 1996),
2009). Lesions to anterior cingulate gyrus in the monkey do dejudgments of others need not necessarily arise from using the self as
crease interest in social stimuli (Rudebeck et al., 2006), but while
a reference point (Higgins and Bargh, 1987). This may be particusocial information is both rewarding and incontrovertibly valularly true when past experience with others can be brought to bear on
able (Anderson, 1998), this is especially true when such informacurrent decisions or evaluations. Our results suggest that the rACC
tion is useful for behavior. For instance, thirsty monkeys will
and aMPFC regions discussed here dissociates judgments that are
forgo juice to view pictures of other monkeys, but only when they
self-relevant from those that are not (Moran et al., 2006; Schmitz and
are socially relevant (e.g., either of higher status or a possible
Johnson, 2006). Although the concept self-relevance is nebulous,
mate) (Deaner et al., 2005).
here it would correspond to salient or valued others with whom one
Tomlin et al. (2006) reported rACC activity in an economic
has personal involvement.
exchange game during observation of partner decisions that were
Does the MPFC contribute specifically to social cognition?
The view of social cognition as an autonomous set of mental
operations distinct from other forms of cognition has long been
debated in social psychology (Fiske and Taylor, 1984; Higgens
and Bargh, 1987). Neuroscientific data are increasingly being
brought to bear on this question (Mitchell, 2009). It is thus important to note that explicitly nonsocial tasks also engage the
frontal midline, in particular those that require calculating expected reward or value of a choice (e.g., Daw et al., 2006; see also
Beckmann et al., 2009 for meta-analysis). Lesions to human ventromedial PFC result in failure to represent the consequences
of choices in nonsocial decision-making tasks (Bechara et al.,
1994, 2000).

relevant to the participant, but not during a control condition
with personally relevant outcomes that were not generated by a
social partner, i.e., by a computer. One interpretation of these
results is that rACC activity indexed the social component of the
task. Another interpretation is that social interactions, especially
in the context of trust games when one’s own actions depend on
those of another, inherently contain an element of uncertainty.
Under this perspective, the rACC codes the behavioral relevance
or affective value of a social interaction rather than the social
nature of the task per se. Bush et al. (2000), in a comprehensive
review, noted that regions of the ACC near to our region respond
to a range of tasks laden with affective content, many of which do
not have explicit social demands. These analyses do not provide
insight into whether all specific MPFC regions show generaliza-
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Figure 6. Whole-brain contrasts for experiment 2. A, B, Making mental state inferences
about the self and friends activates a similar network relative to strangers. C, Relative to the self
condition, judgments about friends increase response in the MPFC. D, There was no appreciable
difference between the similar and dissimilar conditions.

tion to nonsocial contexts, but do suggest that the role of MPFC
in social cognition can be profitably understood by considering
the more general role of the region and its associated networks in
affective processing and valuation.
Anatomical constraints and possible relationship to
limbic networks
Assessing the present observations in relation to monkey anatomy provides further insight into possible functions, although
many aspects of relevant anatomy have not been investigated in
sufficient detail to draw strong conclusions. Meta-analyses of
neuroimaging studies using social content have emphasized the
aMPFC (e.g., Amodio and Frith, 2006; Northoff et al., 2006;
Mitchell, 2009). Responses falling within the rACC are also frequently observed in studies of social cognition (Mitchell et al.,
2002; Heatherton et al., 2006; Moran et al., 2006; Ames et al.,
2008, Vanderwal et al., 2008). Based on architectonic evidence in
the human (Ongür et al., 2003; Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2008),
these two regions are certain to be comprised of multiple, distinct
areas. However, estimated homologues in the monkey suggest
that they may be components of an interacting network.
Specifically, human aMPFC and rACC may overlap a “medial
network” identified in the monkey that is concerned with visceral
and affective systems and is largely distinct from an “orbital network” consisting of mainly ventrolateral-orbital structures (Ongür and Price, 2000). Macaque anterior cingulate areas 24a and
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Figure 7. Whole-brain contrasts for experiments 3 and 4. A, B, In experiment 3 self ⬎ others
increases the rACC and aMPFC response robustly (A), whereas little difference appears between
similar and dissimilar others (B). C, D, In experiment 4 self ⬎ similar stranger replicates experiments 2 and 3 (C), and the contrast dissimilar friend ⬎ similar stranger reveals, consistent with
experiment 2, loci in MPFC that respond preferentially when making inferences about close
others relative to responding about strangers.

caudal 32 are interconnected parts of the medial network that
receive few direct sensory inputs but are linked to regions important to viscero-motor function (Carmichael and Price, 1996). In
humans, the relative expansion of the frontal pole causes a shift in
the locations of areas with areas 10p and 10r falling at or near our
aMPFC region (Ongür et al., 2003). Human area 32ac is likely not
homologous to area 32 in the macaque (but see PalomeroGallagher et al., 2008). Area 10r, which is adjacent to 32ac and not
identified as a subdivision in the monkey, is architectonically
distinct from neighboring cingulate areas and is suspected to
have connections to autonomic control systems because its
activity tracks visceral arousal measured by electrodermal response (discussed in Ongür et al., 2003).
Analysis of homologies between monkey and human thus
suggests constraints on what kinds of information are integrated
by the MPFC and also that the broad region, especially area 10,
has expanded in recent hominin evolution. Although area 10 is
likely heavily interconnected with frontal subdivision comprising
a human homolog to the medial network, it probably also directly
interacts with limbic structures. Area 10m projects to the anterior
and posterior cingulate, superior temporal sulcus, amygdale, and
hippocampal formation (e.g., Petrides and Pandya, 2007; Saleem
et al., 2008). It is reasonable to speculate that a critical processing
contribution of the MPFC to social cognition may stem, in part,
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from limbic influences associated with the medial network and
direct projections.
Viewing our results from this perspective, one interpretation
of “social” tasks such as thinking about close others is that they
rely on systems optimized to process information perceived to be
significant to the individual. Social judgments may be instances
where these systems are maximally used. Evolutionary pressures
on social behavior may have caused an expansion of these systems
in anthropoid primates, particularly so for humans, such that
they are especially adapted to challenges associated with maintaining and navigating social groups.
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